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Abstract: In the industrial food supply chain, cold storage is one of the most important processes
where there is a huge but still unused potential for employing renewable energy technologies.
This paper analyses how the integration of rooftop photovoltaics affects the design and performance
of refrigerated automated warehouses, which are becoming the preferred choice for frozen food
storage facilities. The problem is modelled and solved by means of Constraint Programming. Results
for the reference case in north-eastern Italy show that photovoltaic installation can lead to both
yearly total cost and energy savings. Simulations highlight how design and performance of the
refrigerated automated warehouse strictly depend on supply chain decision variables. PV integration
offers supply chain managers more opportunities to act on the storage temperature and the
incoming product temperatures strictly related to upstream and downstream stages of the whole
cold chain. Attention should be paid to system throughput, which presents an intermediate range for
which the design optimization of volume and surfaces reduces the convenience of PV integration.
Simulations on facility locations reveal how different climate conditions affect the economic and
environmental performance of the refrigerated warehouse, as well as country specific carbon intensity
and energy price.
Keywords: renewable energy; photovoltaic; sustainable food supply chain; refrigerated warehouse;
AS/RS
1. Introduction
The evolution of supply chains towards sustainability requires the adoption of design and
management solutions able to capture the triple bottom line concept [1], thus leading to long-term
economic, environmental, and social benefits. Energy saving, both in terms of energy efficiency and
reduction of fossil fuel consumption, becomes one of the most significant performances to be achieved
within a sustainable perspective [2].
The United Nations’ Sustainable Energy for All (SE4All) initiative is grounded on three interlinked
global objectives to be achieved by 2030: (1) ensuring universal access to modern energy services;
(2) doubling the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency; and (3) doubling the share of
renewables in the global energy mix. As highlighted by IRENA [3] synergies between the energy
efficiency and renewable energy objectives of SE4All can be found. Most forms of renewable
power generation offer efficiency gains which are superior to those from fossil fuel and nuclear
power generation technologies. Furthermore, decentralized renewables and energy efficiency can be
combined through various demand-response, smart-grid, and intermediate energy storage systems,
so that a cost-efficient integration of renewable energy sources into power systems is achieved by
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lowering and shifting peak loads [4]. The quantitative assessment involving the eight countries which
cover half of the global energy use has shown that implementing energy efficiency measures and
renewable energy options at the same time contributes significantly to increase the renewable energy
share in the total final energy consumption and to accelerate the rate of annual energy intensity
improvements with a 5–10% decrease by 2030 [3]. It is possible to conclude that energy efficiency
measures allow the share of renewables to be increased and that renewable technologies can be
considered to be one of the possible measures for improving energy efficiency [5].
Therefore, the penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) into supply chains combined with
energy-efficient design and management of facilities can significantly contribute to their sustainability
and ultimately to the SE4All global objectives.
As underlined by Fikiin et al. [6], cold chains possess a huge but still unused potential for
employing renewable energy technologies. Industrial food refrigeration represents a major energy
consumer on a global scale, since approximately 40% of food products require refrigeration [7],
but it is considered a comparatively conservative sector because of its high reliance on fossil fuels
(79% according to [8]). Cold storage, in particular, has been recognized as one of the most important
processes in the UK cold chain in terms of energy saving potential [9]. As underlined by [10] in
their recent review on food supply chain modelling, temperature-controlled sustainable storage is
a crucial element to enhance sustainability of the whole chain and deserves further optimization
efforts. RES integration in refrigerated food storage facilities, due to capture of a large portion of
virtually free energy, can provide cost-efficient means for reducing electricity requirements from the
grid, and/or shifting refrigeration loads from peak to low consumption periods, thus contributing
to the overall balance of the power supply system, minimizing the environmental footprint of the
refrigerated warehouses, and enhancing their economic competitiveness [6].
On the other hand, automated warehouses have been recognized as energy efficient facilities [11].
Since they can store inventory more densely, especially with recent multiple depth lanes served by
autonomous satellites, and exploit vertical space better than traditional ones, lower energy is required
to cool, light, and ventilate the storage space.
In this research, in situ photovoltaic power generation (PV) is coupled with efficient refrigerated
automated storage and retrieval systems (R-AS/RSs) by installing PV panels on the roof. The aim is
analyzing how the introduction of this renewable energy source can affect the design and performance
of an automated storage facility within a cold chain. Refrigerated warehouses have even stronger
interfaces with their supply chain than ambient storage facilities due to temperature control to be
assured along the whole cold chain. A virtuous decision-making cycle towards sustainability can be
activated as depicted in [12], where the storage facility is designed and/or managed departing from
input decided at supply chain level, but in turn a feedback of achievable performance is reported
to the supply chain manager that can revise decisions on the whole logistic network accordingly.
Therefore, we wonder how PV introduction modifies the configuration of the warehouse in terms of
rack structure and building surfaces and which energy savings can be achieved affecting its economic
and environmental performance.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 a framework for interaction among PV, R-AS/RS,
and cold chain decision variables is proposed, while in Section 3 the related design optimization model
is explained. Results are discussed in Section 4 and conclusions summarized in Section 5.
2. A Framework for PV, R-AS/RS, and Cold Chain Interactions
When designing a sustainable R-AS/RS, most inputs are defined at supply chain level (see the
yellow block in Figure 1). Some are typical of all logistic networks. Examples are storage capacity
and required throughput, which impact on the rack structure and selected crane, since enough unit
loads should be hosted and cycle times for storage and retrieval operations should meet the desired
pace. Others deserve particular attention in the food supply chain, such as replenishment batch size,
which should be defined not only based on the selected supply and inventory policy, but also on
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temperature control [13]. Batch size impacts in particular on the lane depth of a R-AS/RS served
by autonomous satellites, which should be a common divisor of the replenishment lot to assign the
whole lane to the same product and avoid additional operations to retrieve unit loads in intermediate
positions. It is worthwhile underlining how storage capacity, throughput, and batch size should reflect
also the lean aptitude of a given cold chain. Facility location affects not only land and transport costs,
but also the refrigeration ones, since outdoor temperature impacts on transmission loads through
surfaces of facilities and trucks, and ultimately on the food temperature during the various stages of
the logistic network. Finally, some decisions are typical of the cold chain, such as the temperature
to be maintained in the refrigerated cell, which affects product loads, infiltration, and transmission.
The temperature of incoming products, which depends on temperature control during previous stages
of the cold chain, affects the portion of refrigeration load related to decrease food temperature to meet
the cell one (see [14]).
PV capacity and productivity (see the light blue block in Figure 1) depend on outdoor temperature,
wind, solar radiation, and latitude (see the following Section 3.2.3), which are characteristic of a given
location. The number of PV panels that can be installed on the roof of the warehouse depends on the
available surface (other than on location latitude which affects panels distance), therefore on building
shape and size: the more the available area, the more solar energy can be converted into electric power.
To capture free solar energy, horizontal space should be expanded, while efficient R-AS/RSs tend
to exploit vertical space thanks to cranes and to compact storage by adopting deep lanes served by
autonomous satellites. Therefore, a trade-off can arise when introducing PV in the design phase of a
R-AS/RS and should be properly investigated.
Once the R-AS/RS integrated with rooftop PV has been designed to foster its sustainability,
its performances can be used, in turn, by the supply chain manager to modify the attributes of the
storage stages in supply chain models, thus introducing renewables as a further chance for greening
the whole cold chain in a virtuous cycle.
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3. The Design Optimization Model for R-AS/RS with PV
Rooftop photovoltaic power generation for self-consumption has been largely studied for
residential buildings (see [15] for a review), while they have been extended to commercial ones
recently [16]. Most recent studies analyze PV integration with Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS)
(e.g., [16–21]).
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Regarding specifically rooftop PV installation on refrigerated warehouses, very few studies have
been developed, basing on the consideration that PV power generation follows the same pattern
of refrigeration requirements, i.e., higher in warm daily periods, lower in cold ones. In particular,
in [4] a refrigerated warehouse combined with PV generation is analyzed in a smart grid setting,
maximizing profits of sold PV energy minus the cost of electricity withdrawn from the grid under
different electricity tariff structures. In [22] a cold store in India is sized for complete self-sufficiency;
the power required for running the vapor compression refrigeration system is met by the power
generated by photovoltaic panels.
In our model, a R-AS/RS equipped with rooftop PV for frozen products is designed to fully
exploit self-consumption without BESS, since PV power generation is expected to cover only a portion
of energy requirements at so low temperatures and the decreasing pattern of feed-in tariff makes not
convenient selling to the grid.
Constraint Programming (CP) has been chosen to model and solve the PV integrated R-AS/RS
design problem. The unlimited type of relations among the variables that can be adopted to describe
the required objective and the desired properties of the solutions represents the main advantage of
CP [23]. Constraint-based systems are usually easier to modify and maintain than other methodologies,
such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and tabu search, because the modelling phase is
separated from the solving one. This feature allows the main structure of the model to be preserved
while easily adding or removing constraints. The requirement translation of different stakeholders,
such as component suppliers and facilities managers, is easily achieved thanks to this flexibility.
The Comet package has been used to develop the model since it provides an object-oriented language
with many control and modelling abstractions [24]. In addition, Comet package embeds the best search
strategies and algorithms developed by the CP research community.
The domain of each decision variable is properly fixed to allow the identification of the optimal
system configuration by generating and processing a finite number of potential configurations of the
system. For example, the supply order quantities of stored items are considered for the selection of
the set of possible values for lane depth. In multiple deep racks, in facts, selectivity enhancement and
extra picking operations avoidance are achieved by assigning the same item to a whole lane per level
and therefore only sub-multiples of order quantities can be taken into account for lane depth domain.
The air coolers cover radius sets the limits on maximum horizontal development, while the system
height is limited by proper air circulation. Similarly, PV modules are limited by potential roof surfaces.
Similarly to [25], the existing gap between actual practice and theoretical models has been reduced
by employing actual suppliers’ catalogues and design procedures for the selection of frames and beams
for rack structure. Specific energy models of the AS/RS are introduced to assign the appropriate
energy demand to each feasible solution to be considered by the objective function, as described in the
following Section 3.1. PV power generation has been modelled as described in detail in the following
Section 3.2.
To model the interaction between refrigeration requirements and PV power generation properly,
a multi-period approach has been adopted, by dividing the reference year into time windows,
each associated with specific climate characteristics (e.g., outdoor temperature, solar radiation) affecting
power consumption and/or PV production. In this case, the trade-off between model accuracy,
data collection and processing effort has been solved in favor of a more pronounced hourly specification
in comparison to both the previous R-AS/RS model by [12] with day and night division per month
only (i.e., 24 periods per year), and wide-spread multi-period models for district heating (e.g., [26]
with 56 periods per year). In the proposed model, the average hourly data of each month have been
considered in order to catch system behavior in different conditions during a day (e.g., nightly versus
sunny hours) and within a year (e.g., summer versus winter months), thus leading to 288 periods.
As common to most optimization models adopted for sustainable supply chains (see [10,27] for
recent reviews) the objective function to be minimized is the yearly total cost, which comprehends
investment and operational costs (see the grey block in Figure 1). Investment costs include the land
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and the building, the rack, the cranes and satellites, and the refrigeration equipment (usually an
ammonia vapor compression plant [28]). To differentiate the components in terms of expected capital
lifetime, their investment costs have been related to one year by a proper annuity factor. Energy supply
and maintenance are considered to be the main operational costs. However, to consider a greener
perspective, the model allows the designer to select a minimum net energy consumption approach
(i.e., energy withdrawal from the grid after consuming all PV generated energy, see the green arrow in
Figure 1). In this way, solutions involving the economic dimension of sustainability can be compared
to those focused mainly on the environmental one, thus offering local institutions a tool to assess
suitable measures to foster solutions matching their policy for sustainability.
3.1. Refrigerated Automated Warehouse Energy Model
According to [14], the energy consumption for refrigeration is given by the sum of the transmission,
infiltration, product, and internal loads. Transmission load through the cold cell surfaces is function
of outdoor and indoor temperatures for a given level of insulation. Infiltration load is related to
doors opening and closing; it depends mainly on outdoor and indoor air densities and enthalpies
(and therefore on the related temperatures), and the system throughput, which determines the rate of
opening/closing the cell doors to store/retrieve incoming/outcoming unit loads. Product load arises to
bring the food to the desired conservation temperature and it is function of cell and incoming product
temperatures. The internal load is related to power dissipation in the cold cell mainly by movement
equipment, fans, and lighting. The former contribution, in particular, has been estimated as heat
dissipation of the mean energy per cycle required by the crane, the satellite, and the truck, depending
on machine specifications and rack configuration, as explained by the related energy models in the
followings. Mean energy per cycle is then multiplied by the required system throughput to determine
the total dissipated heat within the cell.
Refrigeration loads for the 288 time windows of the year have been calculated following ASHRAE
(the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers) guidelines; a detailed
translation of load equations into the related CP constraints can be found in [12]. If multiple cells
should be considered to reflect different temperature conditions required into the same storage facility,
then the model can be applied to dimension each cell with the proper rack structure, movement
equipment, and energy requirements basing on supply chain input related to the specific cell products.
Conjoint design of the whole warehouse is achieved combining different cells by introducing model
constraints on common surfaces and sizing the PV plant on the resulting total roof area covering the
whole warehouse.
In an AS/RS, the crane energy consumption is affected by the rack horizontal and vertical
development. Specifications of crane motors (one per axis) and crane structure depend on rack
dimensions. In particular, the rack dimension that mostly affects such specifications is the storage
height, with investment costs growing progressively with it. Also, demand distribution and storage
assignment policy impact the energy consumption [29].
This study adopts the energy model detailed in [30], in which the acceleration/deceleration
phases of the AS/RS machine are modelled by means of a trapezoidal speed profile as suggested
by [31]. To resemble new generation crane behavior, meaning that shifts along the two axes end at
the same time, the maximum speed and the acceleration time are recalculated for each location to
be reached.
The evidence from discussion with local manufacturers and from suppliers’ catalogues has been
considered to stratify the range of possible levels in a R-AS/RS with the aim of properly assign a crane
to each possible rack configuration generated by the solver, as reported in [12]. To reduce computational
times, the greatest potential rack for each of the four rack classes induced by stratification has been
generated. The time and energy related to the storage/retrieval phases for every location within this
potential rack have been pre-calculated by applying the above mentioned time and energy model,
so that the average cycle time and energy to be associated to the AS/RS machine can be easily computed
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by mediating on the actual columns and levels selected by the solver for each feasible solution (see [32]
for a detailed description of the methodology).
As concerns energy consumption and time for movements within a lane, a simpler model has been
adopted, since remote-controlled battery charged satellites are characterized by a lower complexity
than an AS/RS crane. To calculate the average cycle time, different speed values have been applied
for movements with load on and off board, respectively, when covering the required shift length
within the lane. The acceleration/deceleration, pick up/drop off operations, and positioning of the
satellite have been considered by adding a fixed-time component. By multiplying power and time
value, the evaluation of satellite energy requirement can be finally obtained.
3.2. Photovoltaic Plant and Power Generation Model
In the following subsections, a detailed description of the PV plant and power generation model
is provided.
3.2.1. Input Data
The required data to calculate the photovoltaic field production have been downloaded from the
CMSAF database of the Photovoltaic Geographical Information System (PVGIS) developed by the
Joint Research Centre of the European Commission [33]. In particular, the following data have been
retrieved from the PVGIS database for the analyzed sites:
• Optimal tilt angle βo, which is the inclination angle of the PV module that gives the highest energy
output for the whole year. Its calculation is based on the plant location latitude Φ ;
• In-plane irradiance G on a surface facing south (i.e., azimuth angle α = 0◦) and having an
inclination angle equal to βo;
• Ambient Temperature Tamb;
• Wind speed v.
The mean daily irradiance, temperature, and wind speed are calculated for each hour during the
day of a given month, averaging over all available days of that month during the multi-year horizon
considered by PVGIS database. In this way, their specific values for all the 288 hourly periods of the
proposed optimization model have been assessed.
3.2.2. Photovoltaic Field Geometry
The PV field is installed on a horizontal surface (i.e., the warehouse rooftop) and consists of nrow
PV rows each with nmodr PV modules (see Figure 2a). The distance D between any two consecutive PV
rows (see Figure 2a) is calculated so that the shadow of a PV row does not cover the following PV row
during the winter solstice (i.e., the day when the sun hits its lowest elevation), as in Equation (1).
D = Lmod[cosβo + sinβo·tg(δ+Φ)] (1)
where Lmod is the module length, δ is the declination at the winter solstice (i.e., 23.45◦) and
Φ is the latitude of the location (see Figure 2b). The number of PV modules per row nmodr ,
the number of PV rows nrow and the total number of PV modules nmod are calculated according
to Equations (2)–(4), respectively.
nmodr =
⌊Wroo f −We
Wmod
⌋
(2)
nrow =
⌊ Lroo f
D
⌋
(3)
nmod = nrow·nmodr (4)
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where Wmod is the width of the PV module, Wroo f is the width of the warehouse roof and We is the
space to be left at the edges of the roof for installation issues (see Figure 2a).Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 19 
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3.2.3. Energy Production
The nominal power of the PV plant at standard test condition PSTC depends on the nominal
power of the PV module PSTCmod and the total number of PV installed modules as in Equation (5).
PSTC = nmod·PSTCmod (5)
The energy conversion efficiency of the PV odules depends on several different external
influences, among which the temperature of the module and the solar irradiance are particularly
important [34]. The PV module temperature depends on the a bient temperature, on the solar
irradiance and on the local wind speed. According to [35], PV module temperature Tmod can be
calculated as in the following Equation (6).
Tmod = Tamb +
G
U0 +U1v
(6)
where Tamb is the average ambient temperature, G the in-plane global irradiance, v the average wind
speed retrieved from the PVGIS database; U0 is a coefficient describing the effect of the radiation on
the module temperature, while U1 describes the cooling by the wind. In [36] the coefficients U0 and U1
of several PV modules have been evaluated experimentally for different types of PV technology. In this
paper, the crystalline silicon PV technology has been considered, leading to set U0 = 26.9 W/(K·m2)
and U1 = 6.20 W·s/(K·m).
The effect of the PV module temperature Tmod and the in-plane global irradiance G on the power
output PPV of the PV plant can be calculated as in Equation (7), which is based on the methodology
reported in [34].
PPV = STC·εG,T ·(1− µtot) (7)
where εG,T is the productivity factor of the PV plant, which can be expressed as in Equation (8) and µtot
takes into account the system losses related to mismatching, AC/DC conversion, wiring and ageing.
JRC recommends using a value of 0.14 for µtot [33].
εG,T = G′
[
1+ k1 ln
(
G′
)
+ k2
(
ln
(
G′
))2
+ k3T′ + k4T′ ln
(
G′
)
+ k5T′
(
ln
(
G′
))2
+ k6T′
2
]
(8)
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where the normalized in-plane irradiance G′ and module temperature T′ are given in
Equations (9) and (10). The standard test conditions (STC) of the PV module are the in-plane irradiance
GSTC = 1000 W/m2 and the module temperature TSTC = 25 ◦C.
G′ = G
GSTC
(9)
T′ = Tmod − TSTC (10)
The coefficients k1 to k6 are determined experimentally; in this study, the coefficients assessed
in [37] have been used and reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Value of coefficients k1 to k6. Source: [37].
Coefficient Value
k1 −0.017237
k2 −0.040465
k3 −0.004702
k4 0.000149
k5 0.000170
k6 0.000005
The above relations have been translated into the following CP constraint (see Equation (11)),
which sets the PV power generation in each i-th period of the optimization model. Model variables are
reported in bold face to be differentiated from input parameters. All the coefficients described in the
above Equations (1)–(10), which vary from period to period on the basis of ambient conditions, have
been pre-processed and summarized into a unique input parameter PVcoe f f [i] for each of the 288 time
windows of the model. Such parameters are grounded on experimental values reported in the above
cited literature, since no data on real installations were available.
PPV[i] =
(
PSTCmod ·nrow·nmodr
)·PVcoe f f [i] (11)
To calculate the PV plant investment and operating costs the values reported in [38] and shown in
Table 2 have been adopted. The investment cost considers also the inverter replacement after 15 years.
Table 2. PV system costs. Source: [38].
Investment cost [€/kW] Invcost 1658
Yearly O&M expenses [€/kW] O&Mcost 12.75
4. Results
The proposed optimization model has been applied to the design of a R-AS/RS for frozen
palletized food to be maintained at −23 ◦C, located in the province of Pordenone in north-eastern Italy
(latitude 45.8◦, longitude 8.6◦). The required storage capacity is 4800 unit loads (on standard ISO1
pallets) with a throughput of 45 units/h.
In the following Section 4.1 results of coupling the R-AS/RS with a PV system for the reference
case are assessed, when the objective function to be minimized is the yearly total cost of the facility.
In Section 4.2 the minimization of energy withdrawal from the national grid is, instead, discussed.
Finally, in Section 4.3 the impact of supply chain decision variables on configuration and performance
of the R-AS/RS is derived, to trigger a virtuous cycle towards the sustainability of the whole cold chain.
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4.1. The Reference Case: Minimising Yearly Total Cost
Table 3 reports the design characteristics and performance of the optimal configuration that
minimizes the yearly total cost of the refrigerated warehouse with and without a PV plant.
The introduction of the PV system does not affect rack configuration of the R-AS/RS. The same
number of columns, levels, aisles, and lane depth are selected. The trade-off between increasing
the available PV surface to enhance power generation and compacting the storage volume is highly
affected by the high investment cost of vertical elements (rack frames and cranes, especially), leading to
the same vertical height and one aisle in both configurations. The introduction of the PV plant affects
positively the yearly cost, which is reduced by 1.3%, and allows a reduction of the electricity demand
from the grid of 16.4%. Thus, PV adoption increases the sustainability of the refrigerated facility,
positively affecting both economic and environmental performance.
Table 3. Optimal warehouse configuration with and without PV plant.
Warehouse Configuration and Performance Without PV With PV
Columns 25 25
Levels 6 6
Lane depth 16 16
Aisle 1 1
Yearly total cost [€/y] 339,258 334,727
Grid electricity demand [kWh/y] 712,776 595,536
Considering the yearly cost structure of the optimal warehouse configuration without a PV plant
reported in Figure 3a, it can be noticed that the energy costs account for 31.2% of yearly total cost,
with refrigeration requirements playing the major role (see Figure 4a). The refrigeration plant results
to be the most expensive component, accounting for 30.9% of the yearly total cost. The costs of AS/RS
(i.e., rack, cranes, and satellites) and building are similar, being 16.7% and 16% of the yearly total cost,
respectively. Finally, maintenance and land costs play a minor role accounting just for 2.4% and 2.8%
of the yearly total cost, respectively.
The impact of the introduction of the PV plant on the yearly total cost can be observed in
Figure 3b. It is worth noting that the energy cost is reduced from 31.2 to 26.4%, while the maintenance
cost is increased from 2.4 to 2.8%. The cost of the PV plant accounts for 3.5% of the yearly total cost.
The remaining costs are slightly increased.
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Figure 4a shows the structure of the electricity demand for the optimal solution of the reference
case. The refrigeration equipment absorbs 79.2% of the electricity demand, thus representing the most
energy intensive component of the refrigerated warehouse. The auxiliary equipment (i.e., fans) and
the movement equipment (i.e., cranes, satellites, and trucks) use 10.1% and 8% of the electric energy
demand, respectively. Electricity demand of lighting accounts just for 2.8% of the total energy required.
The refrigeration load structure is reported in Figure 4b; we can observe that the product cooling
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covers nearly half refrigeration load, while transmission load and infiltration load represent 23.7% and
19.3%, respectively.
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Figure 5a shows the typical daily profile of the grid power demand of each month when the PV is
not installed, ranging from a minimum value of 69.9 kW to a maximum value of 95.9 kW. The impact
of the PV plant is shown in Figure 5b; the grid power demand is always positive, meaning that the
power generated by the PV plant is entirely absorbed by the warehouse. During the peak hours of
the summer months (i.e., from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. local time), the PV plant can reduce the grid power
demand up to 66.9%, while during winter months the reduction of energy withdrawal from the grid
can achieve 30.7%. These savings can be related to the similar pattern of refrigeration requirements and
PV-based power generation, both increasing with high outdoor temperatures and sunny conditions.
Therefore, PV generation can cover a significant portion of energy requirements during peak hours,
thus positively contributing not only to the facility energy self-sufficiency, but also to grid balance and
associated GHG emission reduction. With regards to the overall electric energy withdrawal from the
grid, the decrease due to PV installation varies from the minimum value of 8.8%, reached in January,
to the maximum value of 20.4%, achieved in July, while the average reduction of grid electricity
demand is about 16.4%.
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4.2. The Reference Case: Minimizing Energy Demand from the Electric Grid
Table 4 reports the optimal configuration of the R-AS/RS with and without a PV plant,
when energy demand from the electric grid is minimized. In this case, the introduction of the PV
plant greatly affects the configuration of the refrigerated warehouse. In particular, the number of
levels is halved, moving from 10 to 5, while the number of aisles is doubled. When PV is not adopted,
vertical space is fully exploited, taking advantage both from crane movements and reduction of lost
space refrigeration due to compact rack (maximum depth, one aisle). Since the cost of rack vertical
frames and cranes increasing with rack height is not taken into account by the energy-based objective
function, the selected configuration presents more levels than the minimum cost one (see Table 4),
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moving from 6 to 10 levels. The need to enhance PV power generation to counterbalance energy
requirements, instead, leads to extend the available surface on the roof for PV panels installation
by adopting two aisles (and two cranes), disregarding the related high investment costs. This PV
minimum energy solution is characterized by a yearly total cost increase of 11.9% with respect to the
R-AS/RS without PV plant, while energy withdrawal from the grid is reduced by 13.1%. In the case of
minimum energy consumption, the introduction of PV generation highly affects the environmental
performance of the refrigerated facility, but from the economic point of view energy savings are not
able to counterbalance the higher investments on AS/RS rack and machines needed to extend roof
surface, as in the minimum cost one.
The yearly cost structure of the optimal solution minimizing the grid electricity demand when a
PV plant is not installed is shown in Figure 6a. In this case, the energy costs account for 29.5% of yearly
total cost, with refrigeration requirements playing the major role (see Figure 6a). The refrigeration plant
results to be the most expensive component, accounting for 30.8% of the yearly total cost. Compared to
the optimal solution minimizing total costs, in the optimal solution minimizing the grid electricity
demand the costs of AS/RS equipment (i.e., cranes, satellites and trucks) and building have a major
impact, being respectively 19.3% and 16.4% of the yearly total cost. On the contrary, maintenance and
land costs further reduce their impact reaching 2.2% and 1.9% of the yearly total cost, respectively.
The yearly cost structure of the optimal solution minimizing the grid electricity demand when
using a PV plant is shown in Figure 6b. In this case, the shares of energy and refrigeration plant costs
are reduced to 21.7% and 29.7%, respectively, while the other cost shares are increased. In particular, the
impact of the AS/RS equipment costs moves from 19.3 to 21.7% of the yearly total cost. This significant
cost increase is mainly due the additional crane required to serve the second aisle.
Table 4. Main parameters of the optimal warehouse configuration to minimize grid electricity demand.
Warehouse Configuration and Performance Without PV With PV
Columns 15 15
Levels 10 5
Lane depth 16 16
Aisle 1 2
Yearly total cost [€/y] 344,725 385,725
Grid electricity demand [kWh/y] 670,132 582,580
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Figure 7a shows the structure of the electricity demand for the optimal solution minimizing grid
electricity and using a PV plant. Compared to the optimal solution minimizing total cost and adopting
PV power generation, the share of the AS/RS equipment energy is lower, passing from 8% to 6%.
The shares of the refrigeration and lighting energy are slightly increased, moving from 79.2% to 80.3%
and from 2.8% to 3.4%, respectively. From the structure of the refrigeration load showed in Figure 7b it
is worth noting that the share of the transmission load increases from 23.7% of the optimal solution
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minimizing cost and using PV (see Figure 3b) to 26.5%. This increase in the transmission load is due to
the extended surface of heat exchange, which moves from 5412 m2 of the optimal solution minimizing
cost to 6239 m2 needed to fully exploit PV generation in the minimum energy configuration one.
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Figure 7. (a) Electricity demand structure and (b) refrigeration load structure of the optimal solution
using PV plant and minimizing grid electricity demand.
The typical daily profile of the grid power demand of each month of the optimal solution
minimizing the grid electricity demand without PV is shown in Figure 8a. In this solution, the minimum
and maximum values of the grid power demand range from 65.3 kW to 90.1 kW; these values are
slightly lower than the respective values of the optimal solution of minimum yearly total cost without
PV adoption.
In Figure 8b grid power demand is always positive, meaning that the electricity produced by
the PV plant is entirely absorbed by the warehouse facilities. By comparing the optimal solutions
minimizing the grid electricity demand without and with the PV plant, it can be highlighted how
PV generation can reduce the grid power demand up to 75% during the peak hours of the spring
months and 43% during winter months. With regards to the demand of electric energy from the grid,
the reduction associated with the installation of the PV plant varies from a minimum value of 10.7%,
reached in January, to a maximum value of 24.7%, achieved in July, with an average value of 13.1%
along the year.
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Finally, we can conclude that coupling a R-AS/RS with PV power generation by adopting a cost
minimization perspective leads to enhance the sustainability of the refrigerated facility embracing
both the economic and energy saving dimensions. Introducing PV generation in the cost minimization
perspective leads to better performance than just minimizing energy requirements without renewables.
Comparing results in column 2 of Table 3 with results in column 1 of Table 4 it can be highlighted a cost
reduction of 2.8% and an energy demand decrease of 10.8% gained by the min cost solution with PV
installation with respect to the min energy solution without renewables. Thus, fostering renewables
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into storage phases reveals to be an effective way to enhance overall sustainability of the whole
cold chain.
Otherwise, adopting PV from the energy requirements minimization perspective leads to further
2.6% of relative energy savings with respect to the cost minimization configuration (compare column
2 of Tables 3 and 4) but with a relative yearly total cost increase of 15.1% due to higher investments.
However, this cost increase could be sustained by public institutions to achieve SE4All objectives.
In this case, the proposed model can be used by policy makers to properly quantify subventions.
4.3. Sensitivity Analysis on the Reference Case: Energy Price Impact
The impact of electricity price on the warehouse costs has been assessed by varying the reference
price of 0.148 €/kWh [39] up to ±50% and considering three different operating time windows per
day at a constant pace of 45 cycles per hour: 24, 16 and 12 h.
The relative difference between the yearly total cost of a refrigerated warehouse with PV (ctot,PV)
and one without renewables introduction (ctot, noPV) is calculated as in Equation (12) and reported in
Figure 9a. It is worth noting that when the electricity price variation is about −25% (i.e., 0.111 €/kWh),
the economic advantage of installing a PV plant is almost voided. In addition, by reducing the
operating hours of the refrigerated warehouse, the difference on yearly total cost becomes more
sensible to electricity price variation, since PV power generation covers an increasing proportion of
energy requirements.
∆%ctot =
ctot, noPV − ctot,PV
ctot, noPV
(12)
Figure 9b reports how the yearly total cost of a warehouse with a PV plant varies with the
electricity price. It is possible to observe that the yearly total cost has a maximum variation of ±13%,
when the warehouse operates 24 h/day, and a minimum variation of ±7%, when the warehouse
operates 12 h/day.
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In the case of daily hours operating only, in fact, PV integration can significantly reduce energy
withdrawal from the grid. When the warehouse operates continuously over the 24 h, instead,
nightly requirements cannot be counterbalanced by PV generation.
4.4. Sensitivity Analysis and Discussion on Food Supply Chain Decision Variables
To explore the capability of the proposed optimization model to act as a decision support tool,
the impact of food supply chain decision variables on storage facility cost, energy use, and greenhouse
gas emissions has been investigated. Since the introduction of a PV plant has been proved to increase
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the overall sustainability of a refrigerated warehouse when the yearly total cost is selected as the
objective function (see Section 4.1), the following simulations regards a PV integrated R-AS/RS with
minimum cost optimization and input parameters as in the reference case.
Referring to the framework of Figure 1, supply chain decisions able to impact on the configuration
and performance of a R-AS/RS integrated with a PV plant are: (1) the storage temperature; (2) the
temperature of incoming products; (3) the system throughput; (4) the batch size; (5) the facility location.
Regarding storage temperature, a sensitivity analysis has been performed by varying from−21 ◦C
to −29 ◦C with respect to the basic value of −23 ◦C of the reference case (see the previous Section 4.1).
The cell temperature impacts on the main components of the refrigeration load (i.e., transmission,
infiltration, and product load) and therefore it is expected to have a significant impact on performance.
Results are reported in Figure 10. The electricity consumption (see Figure 10a) increases up to 67.9%
with respect to the reference value of −23 ◦C when a storage temperature of −29 ◦C is used, while it
decreases by −19.1% when reaching −21 ◦C for a PV integrated facility. The yearly total cost shows a
lower but significant sensibility to the storage temperature variation (see Figure 10b), ranging between
+18.3% at −29 ◦C and −5.1% at −21 ◦C for a PV integrated facility; the R-AS/RS configuration,
in fact, is unchanged, but energy costs impact on the yearly total one. If absolute values of a PV
integrated R-AS/RS (see green-colored features in Figure 10a,b) are compared to those achieved by a
refrigerated warehouse with no renewables introduction (see red-colored features in Figure 10a,b),
it can be appreciated how PV adoption contributes to counterbalance energy requirements for severe
cell temperatures that can be required to preserve food quality along the whole cold chain, thus
offering the supply chain manager more opportunities for an overall optimization than solution not
including renewables.
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internal load also). It is worth noting that the variation of the grid electricity demand is not linear but 
shows a sudden increase between 51 and 52 cycles per hour and then a rapid decrease between 56 
and 57 cycles per hour. A similar behavior occurs in the yearly cost shown in Figure 12b, with the 
difference that the rapid variations lead always to increasing costs. Such patterns can be explained 
by analyzing the rack configuration of the optimized storage facility reported in Table 5. When 
varying the system throughput, the CP solver finds basically three warehouse configurations. The 
first configuration, which ranges from 15 to 51 cycles per hour, is composed by 25 columns, 6 levels, 
Figure 10. Sensitivity analysis on storage temperature: (a) electricity withdrawal from the grid and
(b) yearly total cost.
Regarding the temperature of the products entering the refrigerated warehouse, which depends
on the upstream stages of the cold chain, the reference value of −15 ◦C has been lowered to assess
possible energy savings. Figure 11a shows that the electricity demand from the grid can be reduced up
to 37.3% when products enter a PV integrated storage facility at−21 ◦C, for a yearly total cost reduction
of 10% (Figure 11b). If no PV plant is installed, instead (see red-colored features in Figure 11a,b) any
variation at supply chain level required to preserve product quality leads to greater efforts both from
economic and environmental perspectives.
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Figure 12a shows how the system thro t a fects the grid lectricity demand wh n early
total cost is minimized, and a PV plant is us . stem throughput affects the infiltrati n load due to
the different number of door openings to bring unit loads into the storage space, the product load due
to different number of products whose temperature has to be increased to the storage one, and energy
requirements for movement equipment (i.e., cranes, satellites, and trucks, with related internal load
also). It is worth noting that the variation of the grid electricity demand is not linear but shows a
sudden increase between 51 and 52 cycles per hour and then a rapid decrease between 56 and 57 cycles
per hour. A similar behavior occurs in the yearly cost shown in Figure 12b, with the difference that
the rapid variations lead always to increasing costs. Such patterns can be explained by analyzing the
rack confi uration of t e optimized storage facility reported in Table 5. When varying the system
throughput, the CP solver finds basically three warehouse configurations. The first configuration,
which ranges from 15 to 51 cycles per hour, is composed by 25 columns, 6 levels, 16 lane depth,
and 1 aisle. The second configuration occupies a narrow range (i.e., 52–56 cycles per hour) and presents
a major number of columns (i.e., 43) and levels (i.e., 7), while the lane depth is halved; the number
of aisles remains the same. Finally, the third configuration, which ranges from 57 to 75, has the same
number of columns and levels of the first configuration, but the number of aisles is doubled, while lane
depth is halved. These changes in rack configuration should be ascribed to the need of lowering the
total cycle time of the AS/RS machine, moving horizontally along the aisle and vertically to reach the
desired level, plus the satellite, moving along the lane in depth. When the throughput grows, satellite
cycle time is decreased by reducing the lane depth while preserving selectivity for retrieval operations
(i.e., halving the lane so that incoming lots can be split into two sublots to be assigned to one lane
each), thus leading to a reduced rooftop surface and less PV modules (see the last column in Table 5).
The AS/RS cycle time is then adjusted moving towards higher racks until the pace is so stringent to be
satisfied only with parallelism by inserting two aisles and two aisle-captive cranes, consequently.
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Table 5. R-AS/RS with PV plant: optimal rack configurations with minimum yearly total cost for
different system throughputs.
Warehouse Configuration Warehouse Features
System Throughput [Cycles/h]
15 30 45 51 52 53 54 56 57 60 75
Without PV
Columns 25 25 25 25 30 30 43 43 25 25 25
Levels 6 6 6 6 10 10 7 7 6 6 6
Depth 16 16 16 16 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Aisle 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
With PV
Columns 25 25 25 25 43 43 43 43 25 25 25
Levels 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 6 6 6
Depth 16 16 16 16 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Aisle 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
PV Modules 352 352 352 324 324 324 324 324 363 363 363
Finally, another important decision variable of the cold supply chain is the location of the
refrigerated warehouse. To have a better understanding on how the location affects the warehouse
configuration and performance, the optimal solution obtained for the reference site of Pordenone
in north-eastern Italy has been compared with the optimal solution of the locations reported in
Table 6, which present different climate conditions as well as electricity price and carbon intensities.
Specific features of the European cities are provided in [39,40], while Singapore’s carbon intensity and
electricity price are provided by the Energy Market Authority of Singapore ([41,42]). Different outdoor
temperatures impact on refrigeration load, while the latitude affects radiance and PV panels inclination,
thus modifying PV power generation.
Table 6. Main features for different locations.
Location Climate Type Latitude Carbon Intensity[gCO2/kWh]
Ground Temp.
[◦C]
Electricity
Price [€/kWh]
Pordenone (Italy) Oceanic 45.90◦ 431 13.1 0.148
Siracusa (Italy) Mediterranean 37.06◦ 431 18.7 0.148
Singapore (Singapore) Tropical rainforest 01.27◦ 398 27.5 0.132
Hamburg (Germany) Oceanic 53.58◦ 615 9.6 0.152
Helsinki (Finland) Humid continental 60.17◦ 211 6.3 0.067
The electrical energy demand from the grid for each considered location is reported in Figure 13a
when the refrigerated warehouse is integrated with a PV plant (green-colored bars) or not (blue-colored
bars). It is possible to observe how the impact of PV integration increases moving from the
northernmost city (i.e., Helsinki) to the southernmost ones (i.e., Siracusa and Singapore), which can
better exploit PV generation due to higher radiance and sunny hours per day. Figure 13b highlights
how the yearly total cost depends not only from the climate conditions of the location as power
demand, but also from the related electricity price. Singapore, which presents quite the same cost than
Siracusa for a storage facility without PV integration and similar PV generation potential, can benefit
less than Siracusa from PV installation due to its lower price for energy withdrawal from the grid.
Helsinki, which can rely on a very low price for energy withdrawal from the grid and poor climate
conditions for PV generation (low solar irradiance), has no economic benefit for PV integration.
In this case, PV installation leads to a higher yearly total cost (see Figure 13b) due to investment
costs not sufficiently counterbalanced by energy cost savings. Attention is also deserved by a supply
chain manager to avoid GHG emissions, when assessing the environmental impact of the cold chain.
Due to different national mixes of energy sources, for similar amount of energy savings from the
grid, avoided emissions (see orange bars in Figure 13a) are higher for cities whose power needs are
mainly satisfied by fossil fuels (e.g., Hamburg) than those where renewables have high penetration
(e.g., Helsinki).
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5. Conclusions
Industrial food refrigeration represents a major energy consumer on a global scale and has a huge
but still unused potential for employing renewable energy technologies. In particular, cold storage is
one of the most important processes within the cold chain in terms of energy saving potential. Thus,
analyzing how renewables can modify its design and performance can represent an important step to
enhance the sustainability of the whole supply chain.
Since automated storage and retrieval systems are becoming the preferred choice for frozen food
storage facilities, this paper analyses how the integration of rooftop photovoltaics affects the design
and performance of such a refrigerated automated warehouse. Constraint Programming has been
used to model and solve the PV integrated R-AS/RS design problem.
Results for the reference case in north-eastern Italy show that PV installation with a min cost
optimization can lead to both reduced yearly total cost (−1.3%) and energy savings withdrawal from
the grid (−16.4%), thus embracing the economic and environmental dimensions of sustainability.
Further energy savings (+2.6%) with respect to the min cost solution can be gained by sizing the
PV-integrated R-AS/RS by min energy optimization) but facing an increasing cost of 15.1%. However,
the PV integrated R-AS/RS design and performance strictly depend on supply chain decision variables,
so that a virtuous planning cycle can be triggered when attributes for storage facilities derived from
the proposed model are included into global supply chain models for sustainability.
In particular, simulations reported in Section 4.4 show how the introduction of rooftop PV power
generation can offer the supply chain manager more opportunities for food quality control in the
other stages of the cold chain. PV integration, in fact, allows to increase the temperature of incoming
products, which depends on upstream stages, and reduce the storage temperature, which can impact
on downstream stages, with respect to non-renewable-based solutions while still maintaining good
economic and environmental performances.
Concerning the throughput assigned to the storage facility (see Section 4.4), simulations on
yearly total cost minimization highlight how there can be an intermediate range for which the
design optimization of volume and surfaces reduces the convenience of PV integration. Therefore,
attention should be paid to avoiding such transition pace values in order to fully exploit benefits of PV
to enhance the cold chain sustainability.
Finally, facility location, which is a major choice at supply chain design level, can significantly
impact on PV introduction performance. Climate conditions of different latitudes strongly affect
Energies 2018, 11, 1029 18 of 20
both refrigeration requirements and PV power generation, whose convenience becomes greater for
warmer sites. However, for similar energy savings in grid withdrawal achievable by PV installation,
economic and environmental benefits rely on national carbon intensity and price of electric energy,
growing for higher fossil fuel-based countries (see Figure 13).
The introduction of PV generation in storage facilities leads to both economic and energy saving
benefits, while providing more flexibility on designing and controlling the whole cold chain.
Results obtained by the proposed optimization model highlight that a cost-efficient integration
of photovoltaics with automated storage facilities is achievable. The obtained 16.4% energy demand
reduction with PV installation for a typical automated warehouse within the cold chain can effectively
contribute to achieve the 5–10% energy intensity reduction expected by the SE4All goals. Furthermore,
combining the integrated PV with various demand-response strategies, smart-grid and intermediate
energy storage systems can lead to further energy savings, thus representing a promising future
research field to be investigated.
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